Writing Letter
Nov 2021
re-story, recreate and reimagine your
life and work
[

dorianhaarhoffblog.co.za for this letter, ongoing opportunities & ‘what’s on.’
[

Lit Matches
Between living and dreaming there is a third thing. Guess it. (Machado)
I refer to writing prompts as lit matches. In this letter are two recent
lit matches emerging fresh during a recent retreat. I’ve dubbed them
‘ETHNE’ and ‘Porous Window’. They arrive from a voice hidden
somewhere within/without - who knows? I recall two lines from a hymn
sung as a child “speak through the earthquake. wind and fire / oh still
small voice.” I have learned to respond to that voice.
My Brisbane granddaughter, Mia, serves as model and inspiration for
the ETHNE I envisage. (she’s a capital girl)
Imagine a young girl. (she
arrives as inspiration between
living and dreaming - thank you
Machado). I ask retreatants to
venture into the garden in
search of ETHNE. They will
find her everywhere - in the
wind and water, in the roots and
leaves. This poem was inspired
by her everywhere presence:

ETHNE
now the ear of my ear is awake
now the eye of my eye is open (ee cummings)
ETHNE inhabits nature space,
this muse of a maiden, slip of a girl,
hides in flower petal essence
cartwheels in a tumbleweed
ankles in the wind, hair in the water
flits among the twitter birds
floats in sunshine drops
glitters in rain beams.
she’s the young lady rising
from the mist on the lake,
fish flit rustle in the reeds
monkey tumble in a tree swing
toes in the brown buried earth
alive in lichen, bright as bougainvillea
ever zen, ever present everywhere
hers is a Gaelic name, for kernel or grain,
this imaginary writer’s friend
for ETHNE’s an acrobatic acronym
for the body aware big five
E for eyesight
T for tongue taste
H for hand touch
N for nose twitch
E for ear hear
she entices us to play and write
ushers the way through these five gates
into another dozen secret senses.
in-tuition in-sight in-stinct in-spiration
she brings outside in, inside out
alive in every porous writer’s pore.

ETHNE’s like cultivating an imaginary friend,
fully alive though the five senses.
Here is an extract from my Sept 2009 letter:
I’m thinking of the girl/boy inside and how to
keep this energetic, spontaneous being, this
animation in the now, alive, awake, aware in our
writing. As Picasso observed, “Every child is an
artist. The problem is how to remain an artist
once we grow up.”
There is a story where a little girl asks her
father, “Is it true that when we are asleep, we
can wake?” “Of course it’s true, my child” “Then it must also be true that
when we are awake, we can wake up more.” The Buddha when asked about
his name, responded “It means I am awake. “ Virginia Wolf most admired
writers who saw through the eyes of a child.
Children are naturals at word play and metaphor. My first born, at 5,
spoke of “the headmonster who carried a grief case.” My last born, 5
gazed into a glass of coke and whispered, ”This is night and the bubbles
are stars.” (intuiting his calling? – astro-physics.) Writing teacher,
Peter Elbow, reminds us, “Children have more real voice. They talk
poetically more easily.... Children have the gift of whole- heartedness,
complete intentionality.”
Porous Window
For a second lit match, as a prelude to writing, I asked people to stand
at one of the twenty narrow windows surrounding the meditation hall
and look out into nature, listening for heart beat and breathing. Then
absorb this through the glass skin. Here are two adjacent window
worlds.

A Dutch photographer took a series of images, beginning with a
mosquito sitting on a woman’s hand. Then he moved the camera back,
back to her sitting in a garden chair, to her as a dot in a village, to her
in space. Then he moved the camera through the structure of the
skeleton and further inwards. The outer and inner images were
identical.
The Desert Father Origen (c.184 – c.253) observed, “You yourself are
even another little world and have within you the sun and the moon and
also the stars.” This echoes the Gnostic Gospel of St Thomas: “When
you make the two into one, and when you make the inner as the outer,
and the upper as the lower, and when you make male and female into a
single one. . . then you will enter [the kingdom].”
So this too is an entrance to the writing king/queendom.
May ETHNE be with you.
Dorian
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On the Nov Dec retreat radar
detailed flyers on request

Leaving a Legacy, Leaving a
Gift: A Storyshop Retreat
during times of Crisis &
Confusion
Fri 5 & Sat 6 Nov 10.00 – 16.30
R850 (inc 25% for Hospice)

Venue: Knysna Hospice
Contact: Linda Lifson 083 680 9620

Stories are gifts we leave behind us.

This storyshop is about

rediscovering and sharing our stories about our loves, lyrics and losses.
About the adventure of mind, body and spirit.

Ancestors, Families & your Story
Writing Wordshop Sedgefield
Sun 7 Nov 10.00 – 16.30
Cost: between R330 - R 380 pp.
You choose

Our stories are gifts we give each other and gifts we leave behind us.
For one day we too will be ancestors. In this wordshop we write our
stories and place them next to those of our family, immediate, extended
and chosen. The idea of family can include not only blood but our spiritual
tradition, culture and the line of those who share our passions.

ZenPen: Writing Being
and Meditation
Khula Dharnma (Haga Haga)
3-5 Dec (new date)
Zen (Chinese chán ‘quietude’)
invites us to be present, to live
and write simply.
Pen (Latin penna ‘feather’) the
art of writing and to the
implements
We can make our minds so like
still water that beings gather
about us to see their own
images, and so live for a
moment with a clearer,
perhaps even with a fiercer life because of our silence. (Yeats)
In this retreat, surrounded by and part of nature, we explore our
connection to writing and meditation.
[

[

Zoom: Families and Ancestors: Writing Your Stories
Sun 14 Nov 15.00 -17.45 SA time (R320)

We write and place our stories next to those of our family, immediate,
extended and chosen. Family can include not only blood but our spiritual

tradition, culture and the line of those who have influenced us. The
workshops also touch on healing the family tree.
000

